CATERING FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS - ALOHA STADIUM
Centerplate is proud to be the exclusive provider of food, beverage and merchandise sales for the Aloha
Stadium. Centerplate offers customizable catering services to suit the needs of any event. The one
exception to Centerplate’s exclusivity at Aloha Stadium is with the Hospitality Room and with Section
8A/B of the Corporate Tailgate Zone. Please review the frequently asked questions below. For any
additional questions, please contact the Centerplate Catering Supervisor at: (808) 488-0924.
1.

I am hosting an event at the Stadium. Can we bring in our own food, or hire an outside
caterer?
With the exception of events in the Hospitality Room and in section 8A/B of the Corporate
Tailgate Zone, Centerplate is the exclusive catering provider and offers customizable catering
services to suit the needs of your event. Bringing in outside food or using outside caterers is not
permitted.

2.

Can we hire our own bartenders?
Unfortunately hiring your own bartenders is not permitted. It is a requirement of the Liquor
Commission of Honolulu that all bartenders serving on a licensed premise be employees of the
license-holder. Centerplate holds the liquor license at Aloha Stadium and thus, must employ all
bartenders.

3.

Can we bring in our own alcohol/liquor?
For events in the Hospitality Room you may bring in your own beer and wine (Please note that
our Alcohol license is limited to beer and wine only). A corkage fee will apply to all beer and
wine not purchased through Centerplate. For other events, please let us know if you have a
preferred brand and we will do our best to accommodate your request.

4.

Why is security required along with alcohol service?
To comply with the requirements of the Liquor Commission of Honolulu, Centerplate is required
to ensure the responsible service and consumption of alcohol at the Aloha Stadium. For any
event serving alcohol, Centerplate is required to provide security services.

5.

Am I able to have mixed drinks served at my event?
Unfortunately no. Centerplate’s license through the Honolulu Liquor Commission is for
beer and wine only.

6.

Can we bring in Food Trucks for our event?
Using an outside caterer for your event is allowed only for events held in the Hospitality Room
or in section 8A/B of the Corporate Tailgate Zone. For all other events, Centerplate is the
exclusive provider of food and beverage. There are exceptions made on occasion if the

proposed food trucks do not sell items that conflict with items sold by Centerplate.
In this situation, food trucks may be allowed to operate on property under a Centerplate
sub-contractor agreement. Please work directly with the Centerplate Catering Supervisor
for specific requirements.
7.

I would like to bring in vendors to sell specialty products at my event. Are there any
restrictions?
Depending on the types of products you are proposing, some outside vendors may operate
on property under a Centerplate subcontractor agreement. Please work with the Centerplate
Catering Supervisor for specific requirements

8.

If we cater through Centerplate, is there a minimum order?
Centerplate can customize all orders to meet your needs. Please note, however, that the posted
menu prices are based upon minimum counts. If your counts are below the posted minimum
counts listed on the menu, we can still provide the service, but it may not be at the posted price.
Please work directly with the Centerplate Catering Supervisor for specifics related to your event.

